This hypothetical story is about personal data which resides on the internet. It has its foundation in things which have happened. It raises serious questions about whether we should be more wary of, and whether there are things organisations and individuals could do to reduce the risks associated with data shadows. The paper finishes with a discussion as to how such stories might be used to educate new professionals.
The story
This hypothetical story has its foundation in things which have happened.
The afternoon sun beat down from a cloudless sky. Her progress was momentarily recorded as her shadow loitered along behind her. It halted as she stopped to listen to the melodic birdsong. She poured cold water from her water bottle over her hair and it tickled down her neck as she tried to clear her mind.
What had gone on the night before? She could not remember -it was all an alcoholic haze. She had been woken late morning by the incessant ring tone of her mobile. It drilled into her brain like an unstoppable pneumatic drill. So many people wanting to be her friend on the social network. And all those messages from her current friends asking if it was true and if it really was her in the video. The video had gone viral -what video? -about what? She simply had no recollection at all. Her identity, once anonymous as Cassandra, had been breached -everyone knew who she really was.
Slowly she walked on. Rounding a corner a group of teenage boys and girls looked up, pointed at her and giggled. Now she and her shadow moved on quickly trying to ignore the comments the group cried out after her. It simply would not go away -day after day after day; posted message after posted message after posted message. So much data, so many untruths accepted as fact. And then it was gone -the social network crashed. It was no longer the place to be, no longer cool, no longer where the action was. She hardly dared believe that she had her life back.
The years passed and memories of that night faded. Examination success, college graduation and a promising career beckoned. She waited patiently for her turn. Well prepared, calmly confident -this was the job she wanted -this was the job she would secure. Looking around the room the other candidates looked nervous, tense -it was hers for the taking if she kept to her game plan. Her name was called. She glided into the room, eyed the panel and smiled at them. Questions asked. Answers given assuredly. It was going well and then it happened.
Could she explain how the video of her some years earlier related and indeed supported the values she had just articulated. That video! How had it been found? She was not aware that about a year ago the founders of the social network had bought back the rights and had resurrected the "chat site with attitude" and even managed to reinstate many of the old threads, pictures and videos. They were there for anyone to access. Once again she was infamous but this time all pervasive as messages had spread across the many social networks that now existed in the online world. Self-confidence drained. The panel now seemed like both judge and jury. Dreams of a meteoric career shattered.
The afternoon sun beat down from a cloudless sky. Her progress was momentarily recorded as her shadow loitered along behind her and then it was gone forever. But not so her data shadow. It would remain permanently out there in the digital world of bits and bytes. There for all to view. There for all to judge her by.
Looking up at the sun there was a faint smile on her face and tears in her eyes. She now knew what she had to do.
General discussion points
This story raises some very important issues regarding the ethical wellbeing of personal data in the online world. For example:
• Should we be more wary of the risks associated with data shadows?
• What could organisations do to reduce the risk of inappropriate personal data existing online particularly if this existence is permanent? • What could individuals do to safeguard the integrity of their online personal data?
• What responsibilities and obligations do computing professionals have regarding the creation and existence of data shadows?
Using the story with undergraduates
It has long been recognised that case studies are an effective learning tool for computer science, software engineering and information systems undergraduate students to explore the wider societal issues relating to the use of computer-based application systems. It consolidates theoretical learning through using theory to explain, act in, and solve pseudo-real world situations. There are several ethical analysis schemes which can be used, for example, the case analysis method as defined by Bynum (2004) 1 . The tutorial is an ideal setting to undertake such explorations as it gives every student the opportunity to air their opinions in a small and safe environment. Exchange of views between students is as equally important as that between student and tutor. Experience of running many such tutorials has led to a checklist which promotes a valuable learning experience using Bynum's case analysis method.
• Brief the students to prepare the case study analysis prior to the tutorial. Students bring the completed analysis log to the tutorial as an aide memoire • Arrange the tutorial room so that students can all see each other • Move around the students encouraging participation from everyone -do not allow the more vocal student to dominate • Go through the following steps of the method 2 o Develop a detailed description of the case to be analysed o Try to "see" the ethical issues and any "traditional" solutions that fit the case o Call upon your own ethical knowledge and skills § Take advantage of one or more systematic analysis techniques such as "ethical-theory analysis" or "professional standards analysis" o Draw relevant ethical conclusions about the case o Draw relevant lessons about the future • Encourage the students to put forward their own ideas rather than the tutor putting forward his/her own views.
• Act as the arbitrator and guide This process can be completed in a one hour tutorial with a maximum of 16 students. There are many case stories which can be used in this learning schema. Some may be fictitious but rooted in the possible, as is the story above. Two further examples written by the author are GARAGE auction website 3 and Nancy's ethical dilemma 4 . Some may be a real story of ethically charged events. The Volkswagen emissions scandal and Tesla Autopilot software are recent examples 5 .
And finally ….
Society at large needs competent, empathetic and altruistic professionals to deliver societally-acceptable fit-for-purpose systems. The education of new professionals is paramount. Teaching technology in isolation is unacceptable and dangerous. "The opportunity to participate in an active rather than passive manner leads to an experiential journey of maturity from tutor-led activities to student-led activities. Through this process, ICT professionals of the future are more likely to gain the necessary skills and knowledge to act in a socially responsible manner not on the basis of instinct and anecdote but on rigour and justification."
